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Way they should want to use our libraries?
Our mission - to form an accurate
understanding of their perceptions of our
mission in this present day of academic
library.
Debra Lucas-Alfieri. Marketing the 21st Centuru Library. 
The time is now. 2015
(..) to step back and examine the
profession – purpose, ethos and the world
we live in. It is a time for independent thinking
(..).
Ronald C. Jantz. A Vision to the Future: New Roles for 
Academic Librarians. 2016
Unique collections - The 
Treasures of the Library 
Black and White History 
Evidence: Egyptian 
Reflection of the 19th 
Century in French 
Engravings
Reflection of Latvian 
values in the material 
and spiritual culture
Ornament path
Vice-rector, prof. Valdis 
Segliņš «Peculiarities of 
ancient Egyptian 
culture»
LU Library Director 
Mārīte Saviča and Art 
Historian Vita Ozoliņa
«Ancient Egypt under 
the Reading Glass»
Dr. hist. Harry Tumm's 
lecture «The Napoleon 
Expedition and Ancient 
Egypt: The Interaction of 
Two Cultures»
Manuscript of ornaments 
dated by 1771.
Exhibition:
«Ornament path»
Scientific 
conference: 
«Reflection of 
Latvian values in 
the material and 
spiritual culture»
Thank You for your attention!
